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1. Introduction  

1.1 This Supporting Statement, prepared by Turley on behalf of Bloor Homes Limited (“the 

Applicant”) is submitted to accompany a reserved matters application for 124 

dwellings on Plot S at Blythe Valley Park (“BVP”), Solihull (“the site”).  

Background 

1.2 Blythe Valley Park is allocated for mixed-use development in the adopted Solihull Local 

Plan (2013). The vision for BVP is to create a vibrant mixed-use community where 

people can live, work, and play.  

1.3 Plot S will be the applicant’s second residential phase of development at BVP following 

the reserved matters approval for 170 dwellings on Kineton Green (plots T, U and V) 

(reference PL/2018/01057/PPRM) approved on 13 July 2018. The proposals for Plot S 

will make a valuable contribution towards achieving the overall vision for the site.  

1.4 In March 2017, hybrid planning permission (reference: PL/2016/00863/MAOOT) was 

granted for up to 750 homes, 98,800 sq m of employment floorspace and other 

supporting uses on BVP.  

1.5 The hybrid planning permission was granted with all matters reserved save for access 

(including the spine road) and strategic landscaping around a number of development 

‘parcels’.  

1.6 The hybrid planning permission provides a clear framework for the design of future 

reserved matters applications through the following key approved plans and 

documents:  

• Condition 6 (Approved Plans):  

‒ Land Use – reference: 9600 Rev L (subsequently amended to Rev M by 

virtue of permission ref: PL/2016/03330/NONMC);  

‒ Density Plan – reference: 9602 Rev L; and 

‒ Scale Plan – reference: 9603 Rev L (subsequently amended to Rev M by 

virtue of permission ref: PL/2016/03330/NONMC). 

• Condition 8 (Design Guide for the residential character areas), approved in 

November 2017 

• Condition 9 (Masterplan for the whole development). The latest Masterplan is 

included within Appendix 1. 

1.7 The proposals for Plot S have been informed by this framework and fully accord with 

the principles of the hybrid planning permission as set out in Section 2 of this 

Statement.  



 

 

Reserved Matters Application  

1.8 This application has been prepared following pre-application discussions with Solihull 

Metropolitan Borough Council (“SMBC”). Pre-application meetings were held on the 22 

January and 21 February 2019 in consultation with the Council’s planning, design, and 

landscape officers. 

1.9 A separate public consultation exercise took place to consult local residents and key 

stakeholders on the development proposals. Further details of the stakeholder 

engagement and pre-application process are provided in Section 3 of this Statement.  

Proposed Development  

1.10 The description of the proposed development is as follows:  

“Erection of 124 residential dwellings with associated parking, internal access roads, 

landscaping and all other details required by Condition 3 relating to the reserved 

matters of layout, scale, appearance and landscaping pursuant to planning permission 

reference PL/2016/00863/MAOOT”.  

1.11 A separate discharge of conditions application will be submitted alongside this 

reserved matters application to part discharge conditions 2, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19, 22, 25, 

and 32 attached to the hybrid permission insofar as they relate to this phase of the 

development.  

1.12 This statement accompanies, and should be read in conjunction with, the following 

documents submitted in support of the reserved matters application:  

Document Author Reference 

Application forms Turley N/A 

CIL Form Turley N/A 

Covering Letter Turley N/A 

Planning and Design 

Supporting Statement  

Turley  April 2019 

Building for Life 

Assessment 

Turley N/A 

Biodiversity Offsetting 

Matrix 

FPCR  - 

Ecological Appraisal  FPCR - 

Noise Assessment Cole Jarman 14/0364/R2 

Outdoor Lighting Report E.ON - 

 

1.13 The application for approval of reserved matters is also supported by the following 

drawings:  



 

 

Drawing Name Reference 

Location Plan MI115-PD-201A 

Legal Boundaries Plan MI115-LE-207 

Site Layout MI115-SL-201C 

Materials Layout MI115-SL-202A 

Surface Materials Layout MI115-SL-203 

Means of Enclosure MI115-SL-204A 

Construction Management Plan MI115-SL-210 

Boundary Details MI115-SL-213 

Coloured Site Layout MI115-PD-202A 

Street Scenes MI115-PD-250 

Street Scenes MI115-PD-251 

Planning Sections MI115-PD-254 

Landscape Design MI115-LS-008b 

Landscape Design MI115-LS-009b 

Landscape Design MI115-LS-010b 

3D Visual MI115-PD-851-852-801a-802a-803a 

S104 Adoption Plan MI115-EN-100A 

Refuse Tracking MI115-EN-223A 

House type drawings Full list provided in Appendix 2 

 

1.14 The remainder of this statement is structured as follows:  

• Section 2: Site Location and Description  

• Section 3: Stakeholder Engagement and Pre-Application Advice  

• Section 4: Reserved Matters and Design Compliance  

• Section 5: Meeting Housing Needs  

• Section 6: Summary and Conclusions  

1.15 The statement is also supported by the following appendices:  

• Appendix 1: Blythe Valley Park Illustrative Masterplan 

• Appendix 2: House Type Plans / Drawings 

• Appendix 3: Consultation Leaflet 



 

 

2. Site Location and Description  

Site Location and Description  

2.1 The site is located centrally within Blythe Valley Park and comprises approximately 3.1 

hectares of unmanaged grassland. 

2.2 The site is located to the north of development plot V and to the east of an existing 

dense tree belt, beyond which lie existing office buildings. Areas to the immediate 

north and south of the site will form part of the landscape proposals for Blythe Valley 

Park approved under the hybrid planning permission (ref: PL/2016/00863/MAOOT)  

and to the south of development plots K and M. Reserved matters applications have 

previously been submitted for development plots T, U, V and K and M. 

2.3 To the west of the site is the Spine Road which is currently under construction and 

approved in detail by virtue of the hybrid planning permission (ref: 

PL/2016/00863/MAOOT). The application site will be accessed from a single point off 

the spine road. 

Planning History  

2.4 As set out in Section 1 of this statement, Hybrid planning permission for the erection of 

up to 750 dwellings, a 250 bed Housing with Care facility, 98,850 sq m of employment 

floorspace (B1, B2 and B8) and other ancillary facilities at Blythe Valley Park was 

approved on 8 March 2017 (reference: PL/2016/00863/MAOOT).  

2.5 Condition 3 of the hybrid approval requires details of the layout, scale, appearance and 

landscaping (“the reserved matters”) to be submitted and approved in writing before 

any development begins on each residential development parcel.  

2.6 Applications for reserved matters shall accord with the approved parameters plans 

listed in condition 6, which set principles for development across the site.  

2.7 Plot S is guided by the following key development parameters established through the 

hybrid planning permission:  

• Use: Residential development (Use Class C3) 

Northern extent of the parcel 

• Density: Up to 80 Dph 

• Scale: Up to 4 storeys  

Southern extent of the parcel 

• Density: Up to 45 Dph 

• Scale: Up to 3 storeys  



 

 

2.8 Other conditions attached to planning permission reference PL/2016/00863/MAOOT 

are also relevant to the reserved matters design and a separate application to 

discharge these conditions has been submitted to SMBC. These conditions are as 

follows:  

• Condition 2 (Construction Environment Management Plan)  

• Condition 11 (Details of Levels) 

• Condition 14 (Surface Water and Foul Drainage)  

• Condition 15 (Temporary Drainage during Construction)  

• Condition 18 (Noise Assessment)  

• Condition 19 (Arboricultural Method Statement)  

• Condition 22 (Landscape Maintenance)  

• Condition 25 (Lighting Scheme)  

• Condition 32 (Storage of Refuse Scheme)  

2.9 The hybrid planning permission is also subject to a Section 106 agreement requiring 

the provision of affordable housing, open space management, and financial 

contributions towards highways improvements, the bus service, education, and health. 

The obligations relevant to this reserved matters application are referred to where 

necessary in this statement.  



 

 

3. Stakeholder Engagement and Pre-Application 
Advice  

Blythe Valley Park Engagement  

3.1 The hybrid planning application for mixed-use development across Blythe Valley Park 

submitted in April 2016 was the subject of extensive stakeholder engagement. The 

engagement strategy for the wider site proposals identified key groups of stakeholders 

to be actively engaged with the ongoing masterplanning of Blythe Valley Park as 

follows: 

• Members of Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council (including Ward Members)  

• Cheswick Green Parish Council 

• The residents of Kineton Lane and Illshaw Heath Road  

• The wider community of Cheswick Green and Hockley Heath  

• The tenants and employees of businesses located at the Park  

• Statutory consultees (e.g. Highways England)  

3.2 A number of workshops were held with the stakeholders identified including existing 

tenants of the business park prior to the submission of the hybrid planning application. 

In addition a public exhibition was held in January 2016 providing the local community 

with an opportunity to comment on the proposals.  

3.3 Plot S is located within the wider Blythe Valley Park site and the proposed development 

on the site is in line with the proposals which were consulted on during the preparation 

of the hybrid planning application. It is therefore considered that sufficient public 

engagement has taken place to inform people of the development coming forward at 

Blythe Valley Park.  

3.4 Notwithstanding the consultation undertaken in support of the hybrid application, a 

development update newsletter which included details of the proposed development 

has been circulated to Cheswick Green Parish Council, local ward Members and Illshaw 

Heath Residents Association (Appendix 4). The newsletter has also been uploaded to 

the Blyth Valley Park website1. 

Pre-application discussions in relation to Plot S 

3.5 Pre-application meetings were held with Officers of SMBC on 22 January 2019 and 21 

February 2019. Council representatives for planning, urban design, and landscape were 

all consulted prior to the submission of the application and their feedback has been 

incorporated into the submitted scheme where possible.  

 

                                                           
1 https://blythevalleypark.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Blythe-Valley-Park-Planning-Application-Update-Newsletter.pdf  

https://blythevalleypark.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Blythe-Valley-Park-Planning-Application-Update-Newsletter.pdf


 

 

4. Reserved Matters and Design Compliance  

4.1 This section of the statement describes the reserved matters for which approval is 

sought. It demonstrates that the proposals accord with the hybrid planning permission 

and reflect the approved residential Design Guide. 

4.2 The development proposes 124 residential dwellings (of which 31 are affordable), 

including 1, 2, 3, and 4 bed units. All units have dedicated parking, and there is 

additional visitor parking within the scheme.  

4.3 The site is surrounded by strategic landscaping, public open space, and children’s play 

areas associated with the wider development of BVP. In addition, incidental 

landscaping and public realm are incorporated into the proposed development.    

Design Guide  

4.4 As set out within Section 1, this reserved matters application has been prepared in 

accordance with the Design Guide, which was approved in November 2017. The Design 

Guide for Blythe Valley Park has been produced in consultation with SMBC and 

provides a framework for the detailed design of reserved matters applications by 

setting out design guidance for each of the character areas within the site.  

4.5 Plot S is located within both the Oaks Walk and Kineton Green character areas. Oaks 

Walk should generally comprise a contemporary character whilst Kineton Green 

includes structured plots within a traditional and informal village style character.  

Oaks Walk 

4.6 The vision for Oaks Walk as set out in the Design Guide is that ‘Oaks Walk forms the 

core of the residential development. It should reflect a formal character shaped by 

higher densities and increased storey heights’. In addition the development should: 

• Comprise a formal structure of development that is based on a grid pattern of 

streets; 

• Should be medium to high density (upto 80 dph) where densities increase 

towards the blended core; 

• Include dwellings of up to 4 storeys; 

• Include a mix of semi-detached, terraced and apartment dwellings and a small 

proportion of detached dwellings along green edges; 

• The east-west green corridor running through the character area shall have a 

more formal character than the corridor within Kineton Green; 

• Provide a pedestrian link from Illshaw Heath Road to the blended core and 

Blythe Valley Business Park; and 

• Have a contemporary character and architectural style. 



 

 

Kineton Green  

4.7 The vision for Kineton Green as set out in the Design Guide is that the ‘character area 

should be defined by the route of The Avenue, with plentiful views to open space and 

Kineton Green; a key entrance space for the southern area of the development’. In 

addition the development should:  

• Include blocks which are structured in accordance with the route of The Avenue 

and existing tree planting; 

• Comprise tertiary movement networks to comprise straighter streets providing 

views to green space and planting; 

• Include dwellings of up to 2.5 storeys in the southern part of the character area, 

increasing up to 3 storeys towards the blended core; 

• Include a mix of detached, semi-detached, and terraced dwellings, with the 

terraced dwellings providing a largely continuous building frontage along the 

main avenue; 

• Define the east – west green corridor through the use of detached and semi-

detached properties and large scale tree / hedgerow planting to create a more 

informal and green character; 

• Define Kineton Green as a key focal space by creating a landmark frontage and 

key buildings at the entrance to the site; and  

• Have a traditional and informal village style character. 

4.8 A summary of how the proposed development reflects the appropriate principles from 

the Design Guide has been incorporated into the sections below, which sets out details 

of each of the reserved matters for which approval is sought.  

Layout  

4.9 The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) 

Order 2015 (DMPO) defines the matter of ‘layout’ as: 

“the way in which buildings, routes and open spaces within the development are 

provided, situated and orientated in relation to each other and to buildings and spaces 

outside the development”.   

4.10 The layout of the scheme has been designed to reflect the principles set out in the 

Design Guide and the detailed layout features include:  

• A clear hierarchy of streets with frontages to the Avenue (Spine Road), Street 

and Lanes;  

• Semi formal and repetitive tree planting to create lines; 

• Provision of focal buildings within the scheme 



 

 

• Provision of on-plot landscaping; 

4.11 Car parking has been designed to be easily accessible from properties, and is primarily 

provided within the curtilage through frontage parking and side drives. Incidental 

visitor parking is also provided on the streets. 

Legibility  

4.12 The layout has been informed by the single access off the avenue and greenway 

running east to west across the plots northern boundary. Views into the existing and 

proposed green corridors have been facilitated within the scheme, and landscaping 

features around the site have been retained and enhanced where possible.  The 

proximity to the central Blended Core has enabled the introduction of increased 

density and storage height through apartment buildings. 

4.13 In keeping with the Illustrative Legibility Framework Plans (as shown on pages 73 and 

89 of the Design Guide), focal buildings have been included within the layout. The 

proposed focal buildings will create interest within the street scene and will be used to 

emphasise the hierarchy of the streets and the edges of the development.  

4.14 The building types and character have been designed to reflect those set out within the 

Design Guide, through the use of building materials which are both contemporary and 

traditional in character, and through the use of a mixture of short terraces, semi-

detached and detached dwellings.  

Active Frontages 

4.15 Frontages throughout the proposals have been designed to accord with the key 

frontages as set out within the Design Guide. A summary of how the proposed 

development responds to each of the key frontages is set out below:  

4.16 For Oaks Walk: 

• Avenue Frontage: 

‒ The dwellings have been located to overlook The Avenue to provide 

effective natural surveillance. 

‒ Blank elevations and gables have been avoided. 

‒ Apartment buildings have been located at key corners and provide active 

frontages to both elevations. 

‒ Windows, balconies, bays, porches and other projections have been 

provided where appropriate. 

• Street Frontage: 

‒ Blank facades have been avoided. 

• Lane Frontage: 

‒ All houses have front gardens and frontages onto The Lane. 



 

 

‒ Buildings on corners have been designed to reflect the appropriate street 

and surrounding area.  

‒ Low-level hedges have been provided where appropriate. 

4.17 For Kineton Green:  

• Avenue Frontage:  

‒ The buildings have been arranged to respect the key views throughout the 

development. 

‒ Blank elevations have been avoided. 

‒ Buildings on corners have been designed to reflect the appropriate street 

and surrounding area.  

• Street Frontage:  

‒ Blank facades have been avoided. 

• Lane Frontage:  

‒ High quality materials are proposed throughout the scheme.  

‒ Buildings on corners have been designed to reflect the appropriate street 

and surrounding area.  

‒ All houses front open space.  

Multi-Modal Routes 

4.18 Access through the site has already been established through the approved spine road, 

as set out within Section 1 of this statement. For the internal access routes within the 

proposed development, these have been designed to reflect the street hierarchy which 

includes a central avenue and streets. The central avenue dissects the plots from east 

to west, with multiple access routes leading off to the north and south to ensure all 

properties are appropriately accessible.   

4.19 A network of pedestrian-friendly streets has been facilitated, with the inclusion of rain 

gardens with street tree planting located within the adoptable highway area.  

4.20 The proposals seek to maximise the permeability and connectivity of the development 

through the parcel boundaries and has been designed to fully accord with the Design 

Guide.  

Building for Life 12 

4.21 The proposals have been subject to a Building for Life 12 (BfL12) assessment. This is 

submitted in support of the application.  



 

 

Scale  

4.22 The matter of ‘scale’ in the DMPO is defined as: 

“The height, width and length of each building proposed within the development in 

relation to its surroundings”.  

4.23 The proposed development consists of 1, 2, 2.5 and 3 storey properties, which accords 

with the scale criteria set out in the approved Scale Plan (reference: 25365 9603 Rev 

M) of up to 4 storeys. This is compatible with the surrounding buildings and the wider 

environment, and accords with the traditional and village style character as set out 

within the Design Guide.  

4.24 Specific housing typologies have been applied to different parts of the site to ensure a 

sense of place and distinctiveness within the site is achieved. The proposed scale of the 

dwellings is in keeping with the Vision set out for Oaks Walk and Kineton Green within 

the Design Guide. 

Appearance 

4.25 The DMPO defines the matter of ‘appearance’ as:  

“the aspects of a building or place within the development which determines the visual 

impression the building or place makes, including the external built form of the 

development, its architecture, materials, decoration, lighting, colour and texture”.  

4.26 A full set of proposed house type elevations, as well as details of the materials, is 

submitted in support of the application.  

4.27 The proposed dwellings have been designed in accordance with the Character Areas 

within the approved Design Guide and includes contemporary style dwellings. 

4.28 The dwellings will be built using a complementary palette of materials comprising 

mainly red brick and a mix of grey and brown roof tiles, together with chalk coloured 

and black weather boarding to provide visual interest throughout the plots.  

4.29 The approach to materials is reflective of that set out in the Architectural Materials 

Section within the Oaks Walk and Kineton Green sections of the Design Guide (as 

shown within pages 78-79 and 94 – 95). A summary of the materials used within the 

proposed development is set out below.  

Proposed Brick Work  

4.30 For the brick work within the development, a mixture of Forterra Arden Special 

Reserve, Forterra Clumber Red, and Forterra Lindum Cottage Red Multi is proposed. 

These are mainly red or red multi brick materials and have been positioned throughout 

the development to create a sense of place and architectural interest. Further details 

of the layout and brick work are set out within the Materials Layout Plan (reference 

MI115-SL-202A). 



 

 

Proposed Rendering  

4.31 The focal dwellings within the plot will be distinguished through the proposed render 

for the elevational treatment, chalk coloured render is proposed, with black weather 

boarding.  Further details are included within the plot specific drawings. The use of a 

chalk coloured render is included within the Design Guide as a potential material. 

Proposed Roof Tiling  

4.32 For the proposed roof tiling, the Design Guide sets out that plain brown or grey 

concrete should be utilised. The proposals reflect this and incorporate brown and grey 

roof tiles. Old English Dark Red roof tiling has also been proposed within the 

development which has been discussed with officers during the pre-application stage.  

Landscaping  

4.33 The DMPO defines ‘landscaping’ as:  

“The treatment of land (other than buildings) for the purpose of enhancing or 

protecting the amenities of the site and the area in which it is situated and includes: (a) 

screening fences, walls or other means; (b) the planting of trees, hedges, shrubs or 

grass; (c) the formation of banks, terraces or other earthworks; (d) the laying out or 

provision of gardens, courts, squares, water features, sculpture or public art; and (e) the 

provision of other amenity features”.  

4.34 As set out at the beginning of this Section, the proposed development will be 

surrounded by strategic landscaping, public open space, and children’s play areas as 

part of the wider development at Blythe Valley Park. Details of the incidental 

landscaping and public realm within Plot S are submitted in support of the application, 

which respond to the scale and design of the dwellings, creating an attractive setting, 

highlighting access routes and providing well-designed, useable streets. 

4.35 The landscape strategy has been informed by the layout and scale of the proposed 

development, and has taken into account the surrounding landscaping approved as 

part of the hybrid planning permission.  

4.36 Appropriate materials have been selected in response to the Design Guide and to 

reflect the surrounding character. Further details of the landscaping scheme proposed 

throughout the site are included within the Plot Landscaping Plans submitted in 

support of the application. Specifically the proposals include:  

• Boundary treatments consisting of low level hedging, with 1.2m black metal 

estate railings along part of the northern boundary, and 0.45m Knee Rail fencing 

at the turning heads and low-level hedges demarcating the boundary between 

the plot and the wider landscaped areas;  

• A row of 16 semi-mature trees proposed along The Avenue; 

• Ornamental hedges are located throughout the site to create a sense of 

enclosure; 

• Trees proposed within the areas of hard landscaping; and 



 

 

• Amenity grass and turfed areas interspersed within the site. 

4.37 The biodiversity monitoring score of the landscaping proposals is confirmed in the 

supporting Ecology Appraisal prepared by FPCR. 



 

 

5. Meeting Housing Needs  

5.1 The proposals for Plot S include the provision of 124 dwellings comprising a mix of 

types and sizes to meet the local and Borough wide needs.  

Proposed Housing Mix 

5.2 The proposals include a range of 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom properties with a variety of 

detached, semi-detached, terraces and apartments. Table 5.1 provides full details of 

the proposed mix. 

Table 5.1: Proposed Housing Mix 

Property Size 

(no. 

bedrooms) 

Market 

Dwellings 

Affordable Dwellings Total  Percentage 

Shared 

Ownership 

Social 

Rented 

1 6 0 2 8 6% 

2 14 8 8 30 24% 

3 50 7 6 63 51% 

4 23 0 0 23 19% 

Total 93 15 16 124  

Percentage 75% 12.1% 12.9%  100% 

Affordable Housing 

5.3 An affordable housing phasing plan for Blythe Valley Park has been agreed with SMBC 

to ensure that across the wider development site, a suitable overall mix of affordable 

and market dwellings will be provided. The proposals for Plot S generally accords with 

the affordable housing phasing plan. 

5.4 In accordance with the specific requirements of the Section 106 Agreement, 31 of the 

proposed dwellings are of affordable tenure, which equates to a 25% provision. Of the 

total affordable housing provision, 16 of the affordable dwellings will be social rented 

and 15 will be shared ownership. This generally accords with the requirements of the 

Section 106 Agreement which requires 50% of affordable housing to be shared 

ownership and 50% affordable rent. Where there is an odd number, SMBC has 

confirmed their preference is for one additional social rented dwelling. 



 

 

6. Summary and Conclusions  

6.1 This Supporting Statement has been prepared to accompany Bloor Homes’ reserved 

matters application for 124 dwellings on Plot S at Blythe Valley Park.  

6.2 The statement demonstrates that the proposed layout, scale, landscaping and 

appearance of the development are in accordance with the hybrid planning permission 

and the Blythe Valley Park Residential Design Guide. The proposal is appropriate to the 

location and is of a high design quality.  

6.3 The site benefits from hybrid planning permission for a mixed use development. The 

accompanying application has been informed by pre-application discussion with 

officers at Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and community consultation as 

summarised in Section 3.  

6.4 On the basis of the information provided within this statement, Solihull Metropolitan 

Borough Council is respectfully requested to grant approval of reserved matters. 



 

 

Appendix 1: Site Wide Illustrative Masterplan  





 

 

Appendix 2: House Type Plans / Drawings 

Housetype Reference 

Addison CL971.RV.PL-01 (274-282+290-298) 

CL971.RV.PL-02 (274-282+290-298) 

CL971.RV.PL-03 (274-282+290-298) 

CL971.RV.PL-04 (274-282+290-298) 

CL971.RV.PL-05 (274-282+290-298) 

Brooke CL472.PL-03_RENDER (209+316) 

CL472.PL-05_FLOOR PLANS(209+316) 

CL472-1.PL-03_RENDER (225+263) 

CL472-1.PL-05_FLOOR PLANS (225+263) 

Byron CL372_372-1.PL01_BRICK (201-202 + 207-208) 

CL372_372-1.PL02_BOARDED(317-318 + 321-322) 

Chesterton CL272_272-1.PL02_BOARDED(241-242) 

Dalton CL483.RV.PL-02_RENDER(239+257) 

CL483.RV.PL-05_FLOOR PLANS(239+257) 

CL483-1.PL-03_BOARDED (258) 

CL483-1.PL-07_FLOOR PLANS(258) 

CL483-1.RV.PL-02_RENDER (200+254) 

CL483-1.RV.PL-06_FLOOR PLANS(200+254) 

Heywood CL382.PL-02_BOARDED(264+265+288+289) 

Lyttleton Byron CL807-1.PL-01_BRICK(243-244) 

CL807-1.PL-02_BOARDED(312-313) 

CL807-1.PL-03_RENDER(219-220) 

CL807-1.PL-04_FLOOR PLANS(243-244+212-213+219-220) 

Lyttleon CL375.PL-01_BRICK(228+247) 

CL375.PL-02_BOARDED(266) 

CL375.PL-03_RENDER(323) 

CL375-1.PL-01_BRICK(235) 

CL375-1.PL-02_BOARDED(287) 

Marlowe CL383_383-1.PL01_BRICK(203-204+205-206+221-222+223-

224+236-237+245-246) 

CL383_383-1.PL02_BOARDED (259-260+261-262+314-315+319- 

320+307-308+302-303+304-305) 

CL383_383-1.PL05_FLOOR PLANS (203-204+205-206+221-222 
+223-224+236-237 

Morris CL477.PL-01_BRICK (238+256) 

CL477.PL-02_BOARDED(306) 

CL477.PL-03_RENDER(209) 

CL477-1.PL-01_BRICK (255) 

CL477-1.PL-02_BOARDED(273) 



 

 

CL477-1.PL-03_RENDER(301) 

Shakespeare CL480-1.PL-01_BRICK(216) 

CL480-1.PL-06_FLOOR PLANS(216) 

Sinclair Sorley CL864.PL-02_BOARDED(269-272) 

CL864.PL-03_FLOOR PLANS(269-272) 

Sinclair CL_2B4P.PL-02_BOARDED(229-234+267-268+310-311) 

Skelton CL474-1.PL-01_BRICK(215+217) 

CL474-1.PL-06_FLOOR PLANS(215+217) 

Sorley CL_3B5P.RV.PL-01_BOARDED(210-212) 

CL_3B5P.RV.PL-02_FLOOR PLANS(210-212) 

CL_3B5P.PL-02_BOARDED(248-253 + 299-300) 

Swift CL1BF01.PL-01_BOARDED(213-214) 

Wyatt CL476.PL-01_BRICK(226+227+240) 

CL476.PL-05_FLOOR PLANS(226+227+240) 

CL476-1.PL-01_BRICK(218) 

CL476-1.PL-05_FLOOR PLANS(218) 

Single GL01.PL-01 

Single (2) GL02.PL-01 

 



 

 

Appendix 3: Consultation Leaflet  

 



Blythe Valley Park
Planning Application Update Newsletter - Spring 2019

This update provides residents and occupiers with the latest 
information on emerging proposals to deliver the next phases  
of residential development at Blythe Valley Park. 

In March 2017, outline planning permission was granted for mixed-use development   
at Blythe Valley Park and much has been achieved to deliver a new sustainable mixed-use 
community, building on the success of the existing business park. 

What has already been delivered?
The overall vision for Blythe Valley Park is being brought forward in phases, with different plots 
for development being delivered over time.

Bloor Homes and Crest Nicholson have begun construction of the first 300 homes to be built 
on the site, and a further application has been made by Crest Nicholson to deliver their next 
phase of development. Landscaping works are beginning to take shape, including areas of 
public open space, footpath construction and walkways. 

Infrastructure improvements have also started on site; including the construction of the 
spine road and the introduction of an enhanced bus service, which has been part funded by 
IM Properties and set up by Transport for West Midlands, to serve Blythe Valley Park and the 
surrounding villages. 

Bloor Homes and IM Properties are now looking to bring forward the next phases of development  
at Blythe Valley Park, which will include new homes, retail opportunities and a neighbourhood centre. 



Bloor Homes is preparing proposals for their second 
phase of development at Blythe Valley Park, which 
would bring forward residential development on Plot S 
(shown on the masterplan to the right). 

The emerging Bloor Homes proposals are shown on the 
illustrative masterplan below, and include the following:

• 124 new homes

• A range of homes, including 1, 2, 3  
and 4-bedroom properties

• A mixture of dwelling types including apartments, 
terraced, semi-detached and detached homes

• 25% affordable housing, which will include shared 
ownership and affordable rented

• Contemporary homes with generous  
gardens and parking provision 

Illustrative masterplan  
for Blythe Valley Park

Bloor Homes illustrative masterplan

Delivering the next phases of the Blythe Valley Park masterplan

Plot M2

Focal Building

Affordable Rent

Affordable Shared



IM Properties is bringing forward proposals for 
new apartments and a neighbourhood centre 
on Plot M2, at the heart of Blythe Valley Park,  
(shown on the masterplan to the left).

The emerging IM Properties proposals are shown 
on the illustrative masterplan below, and include 
the following:

• 50 new apartments

• A range of 1 and  2-bedroom apartments 

• A new neighbourhood centre, including café, 
convenience shop and a further retail unit 

• 25% affordable apartments 

• Contemporary design

IM Properties illustrative masterplan

Delivering the next phases of the Blythe Valley Park masterplan
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What happens now?
Bloor Homes and IM Properties will submit 
separate reserved matters applications  
to Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council  
for Plot S and Plot M2 in Spring 2019.  
The Council will then carry out a period 
 of consultation on each application, before 
determining the applications. Subject to 
planning approval, development would  
commence on site in Autumn 2019. 

 The information you provide will be used only for the purposes of keeping you informed about the project and for understanding public 
opinion on the project. It will be stored securely until completion of the project, after which this information will be deleted. Your informa-
tion will only be shared with third parties for the express purpose of keeping you informed of the proposals, and with the project team and/
or the relevant local authority where there is a legal obligation to do so. It will not be forwarded on to any other third parties. You can contact 
us at any time to request the deletion of your information. Please contact us at newhomesBVP@turley.co.uk.

newhomesBVP@turley.co.uk

New Homes BVP, 
Turley, 9 Colmore Row, 
Birmingham, B3 2BJ

If you have any comments, 
please contact us via: 

© This drawings and the building works depicted are the copyright of J.S.Bloor (Services) Limited and may not be  reproduced or amended except by written permission. No liability will be accepted for amendments made by other persons.
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Artistic impression of proposed residential development looking towards Plots 273 to 282, 301 to 309 and 321 to 323

Artist impression of IM Properties proposals 

Artist impression of Bloor Homes proposals
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